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ON EIGENVALUE OPTIMIZATION*
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Abstract. In this paper we study optimization problems involving eigenvalues of symmetric
One of the difficulties with numerical analysis of such problems is that the eigenvalues,
considered as functions of a symmetric matrix, are not differentiable at those points where they
coalesce. We present a general framework for a smooth (differentiable) approach to such problems.
It is based on the concept of transversality borrowed from differential geometry. In that framework
we discuss first- and second-order optimality conditions and rates of convergence of the corresponding
second-order algorithms. Finally we present some results on the sensitivity analysis of such problems.
matrices.
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1. Introduction. Optimization problems involving eigenvalues of symmetric
matrices arise in many applications (see, e.g., [3], [13], [16], [19], [23] and references
therein). One of the main difficulties with numerical analysis of such problems is
that the eigenvalues, considered as functions of a symmetric matrix, are not differentiable at those points where they coalesce. This results in problems that are typically

nonsmooth (nondifferentiable). In the 1970’s and 1980’s first-order algorithms for
optimization of nonsmooth functions were developed and applied, particularly, to the
eigenvalue optimization problems (EOP) (cf. [3], [9], [16], [18]). At the same time
various attempts were made to develop a second-order theory for nonsmooth optimization problems. In spite of these attempts such a general second-order theory has
not crystallized yet.
An approach to a second-order analysis of the EOP was suggested by Overton
[12] and developed further in [13] and [14] (see also [27] and [28] for an application
of Overton’s method to some particular problems). Recently Fan [6] suggested an
alternative quadratically convergent algorithm for solving the EOP.
The goal of this paper is to present a general framework for a second-order analysis
of the EOP. In the process we intend to clarify the above methods and to obtain a
number of new results. The main idea of Overton’s approach can be described as
follows. Let ,4(x) be a differentiable mapping from ]Rm into the linear space Sn of n x n
symmetric matrices and let A1 (x) _>... _> An(X be the eigenvalues of A(x) considered
as functions of x E ]Rm. Suppose that we want to minimize the largest eigenvalue
Al(x). Let x* be a minimizer of A(x) over the space ]Rm. If A(x*) has multiplicity
k > 1, then A (.) is not differentiable at the point x* and consequently the considered
optimization problem is essentially nonsmooth. In order to overcome this difficulty let
us restrict the feasible set by introducing the constraints A (x)
Ak(x). Clearly
minimization of A1 (x) subject to these constraints is equivalent to minimization of the
k
function g(x)
i=1 Ai(x) subject to the same constraints. It can be shown that,
under certain regularity conditions, the such constructed constrained optimization
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problem is smooth in a neighborhood of the point x* and hence powerful methods of
smooth analysis can be applied.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section we discuss regularity conditions that are required for the constrained optimization problem to be
smooth. The development of the section is based on the transversality theory borrowed from differential geometry. In particular we give conditions under which the
restricted feasible set {x l(x)=
k(x)} is a smooth manifold near the point
x*. In 3 we discuss first- and second-order optimality conditions for the constrained
and the original (unconstrained) problems. Section 4 is devoted to a discussion of
algorithms of Overton and Fan. We show that typically these algorithms converge
quadratically. Finally, in 5 we present some results on sensitivity analysis of the
EOP depending on parameters.
The described methods can be applied to a variety of optimization problems
involving eigenvalues of symmetric matrices. For example, one can consider the constraint (x) >_ 0, which is equivalent to the condition that the matrix A(x) is nonnegative definite. In that case the corresponding constrained problem should be defined
by imposing the additional constraints An-q+l(x)
n(X), where q is the multo
simplify presentation and
tiplicity of the smallest eigenvalue of jr(x*). In order
the problem in its most
discuss
to demonstrate main ideas we shall not attempt to
the
to
form.
we
attention
restrict
our
Instead
following problem:
general

n

(1.1)
with f(x)
i--1
strained problem.

min

i(x) and 1 _<

c

_<

n.

f(x)
We refer to (1.1) as the original or uncon-

2. Transversality condition. In this section we discuss the transversality condition and its application to the EOP. For a detail study of transversality concept and
relevant references we refer to [4].
Let X and Y be two finite dimensional vector spaces, W C Y be a smooth
manifold, and f X --. Y be a smooth (differentiable) mapping.
Definition. It is said that f intersects W transversally at a point x E X (denoted
by fxW)if either (i) f(x) W or (ii) f(x) W and

Y

+ (dy) X.

If ffxW for all x X we say that f intersects W transversally (denoted ffW).
Here TyW denotes the tangent space to W at y W and (df)x :X --. Y is the
linear mapping corresponding to the differential of f at x, i.e., (df)X is the range
space of the Jacobian ratrix Vf(x).
The following pro. ties of transversality will be important for our analysis. It
is possible to define transversality in an equivalent form as follows. Suppose that in
a neighborhood of a point
f(2) G W the manifold W is defined by equations
W {y" g(y) 0}, where g (g,... ,gk) is a smooth mapping from Y into ]Rk
such that the Jacobian matrix Vg(9) has full rank k. Then fTW if and only if
]Rk, has full
the Jacobian matrix Vh(2), of the composite mapping h gof X
also
be
can
written
rank k. Consider now the set V
which
in the form
f-(W)
Y {x X gof(X) 0}. By the Implicit Function Theorem it immediately follows
from the above characterization of transversality that if E V and ffW, then the
set V is a smooth manifold in a neighborhood of the point 2.
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Transversality is stable under small perturbations. That is, if fTW, the set W
Y is a smooth mapping sufficiently close to f in the C norm,
then gTfW. Alternatively we can say that the set of mappings which intersects a
closed manifold W transversally, forms an open set in the normed space CI(X, Y).
Transversality is a generic property in the following sense. Let H be a finite
dinensional vector space and let F(x, ) be a C(X H, Y) mapping, i.e., F is
an infinitely differentiable mapping from X H into Y. We view H as a space of
parameters and for r E H define the mapping f(.) F(., r). Suppose that FTW.
Then it can be shown that for almost every r E H the mapping f intersects W
transversally. That is, those r H such that f does not intersect W transversally
form a set of Lebesgue measure zero in H. Note that, in particular, FW if the
Jacobian matrix VF(x, ) has full rank equal to dim Y, i.e., dF(x, r) X H
Y,
is onto, for all (x, ) such that F(x, ) e W.
Finally let us note that if f(x) W and f-x W, then necessarily the following
dimensionality condition holds:
is closed and g X

dim W

+ dim X > dim Y.

We apply now the transversality theory to the space Sn of symmetric matrices
and the mapping Jr" ]Rm -+ 8n. Note that the space 8n has dimension n(n + 1)/2.
>_ An(A) we denote the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix A Sn.
By A1 (A) >_
For two integers p and q, 1 _< p + 1 < q _< n, consider

W(p, q)= {A e Sn Ap(A) > Ap+ (A)

Aq(A) > Aq+I(A)}.

Recall that a symmetric matrix A 8n can be written in the form (spectral decomposition) A EAE T, where h is the diagonal matrix h diag(A (A),..., An(A))
and E is an orthogonal matrix formed from the corresponding set of orthonormal
eigenvectors. This decomposition can be viewed as the mapping (I) (A, E) --. EAE T
from the manifold 7:)n O(n) into 8n. (Here T)n and O(n) denote the sets of diagonal and orthogonal n n matrices, respectively.) The set W(p, q) is then the
image, under the mapping (I), of the submanifold of/)n O(n) obtained by restricting the diagonal entries Ap+
Aa of the matrices A /)n. By verifying
that the Jacobian matrix of the mapping (I) restricted to this submanifold has a
constant rank it is possible to show that W(p, q) is a smooth manifold (cf. [2]). Moreover, the tangent space of W(p, q) can be derived by linearization of the mapping
That is, d (dE)AET + EA(dE T) + E(dA)ET and since ETE In, we have
O. It follows from these equations and the constraints
that (dET)E + ET(dE)
that
the
space to W W(p,q) at A W(p, q) is given by
tangent
Aq
)p+
the linear equations

_

TAW {dO e S e(dO)ej O, p+ 1 <_ < j

_

q;

eTi (dO)ei

5, i= p+ 1,... ,q},

where e,..., en is a set of orthonormal eigenvectors of A corresponding to the eigenvalues AI(A),..., An(A) and ti is the additional parameter representing the common
value of eT(d)ei, i p + 1,..., q.
These arguments can be extended to the following more general situation. Consider a sequence of integers p, q,.. :,pk, qk such that 1 <_ pl + 1 < ql < P2 -+- 1 <
q2 <
< Pk + 1 < qk n and the manifold

W (p, q,..., pa, qk)

W (p, q

...

W (Pk, qk).
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This manifold is formed by symmetric matrices with the corresponding eigenvalues of
multiplicities
PROPOSITION 2.1. The set W W(pl,ql,...,Pk, qk) is a smooth manifold of
dimension n(n + 1)/2 + kr(r + 1)/2. The tangent space to W at A e W is
given by the linear equations

k=

(2.2)

TAW {X E Sn

,

eT xej ----O, p + 1 <_ i < j <_ q;
eTi Xe

i

p

+ 1,...,q;

1,...,k},

where e,..., en i8 a set of orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues
A(A),... ,An(A) and is the additional parameter representing the common value
of eT Xe, p + 1,...,q.
Denote e(z),..., en(X) a set of orthonormM eigenvectors of A(x) corresponding
to the eigenvalues A(x),..., An(X). With the mapping ,4" lRm
Sn are associated
symmetric matrices A.s(x) given by the partial derivatives As(x) OA(x)/Oxs, s

1,..., m, and m-dimensional vectors

(2.3)

vy(x)

(e(x)TA(x)e(x),...,e(x)TA,(x)ey(x)) T,

1,...,n.

i,j

Transversality conditions for the mapping j[ with respect to the smooth manifold
W W(pl, ql,..., Pk, q) are given now in the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.2. ,Suppose that A(x) W. Then AxW if and only if vectors
p + 1,...,q 1;
1,...,k are
vii(x), p + 1 <_ < j <_ q; v(x) Vqa(X),
linearly independent.
Proof. Consider the inner product (B, C} tr BTC, on the space of n x n square
matrices, and let be the linear space generated by the matrices Al(x),... ,Am(x).
Note that
(d4)x]Rm. Consider the tangent space TAW at A 4(x). Recall
that this tangent space is defined by the linear equations specified in (2.2) and note
that eTXej 0 if and only if (X, ejeT} 0. Therefore the orthogonal complement
(TAW) +/- to the space TAW, with respect to the inner product (-, .}, is generated
by matrices ey(x)e(x) T, p + 1 <_ < j <_ q; e(x)ei(x) T- eq(z)e(x) T,
p / 1,...,q 1; t- 1,...,k.
It will be sufficient to show that +/- (TAW) +/- {0}. That is, if Y (TAW) +/and (Y, A(x)}
0, s 1,... ,m, then Y 0. These last conditions can be written as a system of m linear equations with unknowns corresponding to the matrices
ej(x)e(x) T, p + 1 <_ i < j <_ q; e(x)e(x) T eq(X)eq(X) T, i p + 1,... ,q 1;
g 1,..., k. It remains to note that this system only has the zero solution if and
only if the linear independence condition, specified in the formulation of the theorem,
holds.
Consider now the set V V(p,q,...,p,qk) ,4-(W(pI,ql,...,p,qk)). We
have then that if x
V and JtW, then V is a smooth manifold, of dimension
k
m + kr(ri + 1)/2, in a neighborhood of the point x. The tangent space to
this manifold at x V is given by the linear equations

:

:

=

(2.4)

TV {y

Note that A(x)

lR"

yTvij(x) O, p + 1 < i < j <_ q;
yTv(x) 6, i p + 1,..., q;

W and 4-xW imply the dimensionality condition
k

(2.5)

1,..., k}.

m + k-

r,(r, + 1)/2 _>. 0.
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As we mentioned earlier transversality is a generic property. Suppose, for example,
that A(x) is an affine mapping, i.e., A(x) Ao / xlA1 /... + xmAm, and consider
A/
the (symmetric) matrix A0 as a parameter vector. That is, define F(x,A)
]m
"-’+
x
Moreover,
/...
/
Clearly
dF(x,A)
Sn Sn
.4(.) F(.,Ao).
xmAm.
xlA
is onto and hence FTW. Consequently, for almost every A0 the affine mapping ,4
intersects W transversally and hence for almost every A0 the corresponding set V is
a smooth manifold. Note that, in particular, this implies that if the dimensionality
condition (2.5) does not hold, then for almost every A0, A(x) W(p,q,... ,Pk, qk)
for all x E ]Rm and hence the set V(pl, q,... ,Pk, qk) is empty (cf. [20]).
3. Optimality conditions. In this section we discuss first- and second-order
optimality conditions for the original problem (1.1) and the associated constrained
problem (3.2) formulated below. We assume that the mapping 4(x) is twice continuously differentiable. Let x* be a minimizer of the function f(x)
i(x) over
]R" and let p and q be two integers such that 1 _< p/ 1 <_ c <_ q _< n and x* V(p, q),

-iC=l

where

(.)

v(,q)

(x) > +,(x)}.

{x ,(x) > +(x)

Note that the sum of the eigenvalues
x e y(,q)(c. [a], []).

q
i(x) is a differentiable function at any
-i=p+

Together with (1.1) we associate the following optimization problem, referred to
as the constrained problem,

(3.2)

min
xeV(p,q)

g(x),

where
q

p

(x)

(x)+
i=1

q

p i-p+l

(x).

Let us observe that the objective functions f and g coincide on the set V(p, q) and
hence the constrained problem (3.2) is obtained by restricting the feasible set of
problem (1.1) to Y(p,q). It follows that x* is also an optimal solution of (3.2).
Moreover, the function g is differentiable in a neighborhood of the point x* and
V(p, q) is a smooth manifold near x* provided 4-x* W(p, q). Consequently we obtain
that the problem (3.2) is smooth near x* provided the transversality condition holds.
If c q, then f is differentiable at x* and standard (first-order) necessary conditions are given by Vf(x*) -0. Note that in this case (cf. [10], [14], [23])

Vf(x*)

vi(x*)

(trAl(x*)Q(x*),

trdm(x*)Q(x*)) T,

i--1

where the matrix Q(x*)
ei(x*)ei(x*) T is independent of a particular choice
of the orthonormal eigenvectors el (x*),..., en(x*). Suppose now that c < q and that
4. W(p, q), and hence the problem (3.2) is smoOth at x*. By the standard firstorder necessary conditions we have then that Vg(x*) is orthogonal to the tangent
space T. V(p, q). This together with the corresponding formula for the tangent space
Tx. Y(p, q) (see (2.4)) implies existence of multipliers aij such that

-=1

q--1

(.)

v(x*) +

v(*) +
p-l _i(j_q

(v(x*) v(x*))
i--pW1

o.
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Moreover,
p

i=1

q

+q

p i--pd-1

Putting these two equations together we derive existence of multipliers ij such that
q
p
vi(x*) + Ei,j=+
ivi(x*)
Ei=l
q, and
ij ji, i, j p + l,

O,
v’q

p.

Equations (3.4) represent first-order necessary conditions for the constrained
problem (3.2). Note that because of the transversality, and hence the linear independence condition specified in Theorem 2.2, the multipliers flij satisfying (3.4) are
unique. Consider the r r, r q p, symmetric matrix B [/ij], i, j p + 1,..., q,
formed by the multipliers flij. It can be shown by methods of convex analysis (e.g.,
[14]) that if x* is a minimizer of f over IR", then in addition to (3.4) the matrix B
must satisfy the conditions B >_ 0 and B <_ Iq_p, i.e., the matrices B and Iq_p- B
must be nonnegative definite. (Note that if c-p 1, then the condition B <_ Iq_p
follows from the conditions B >_ 0 and tr B
1.) Moreover, if the mapping jt is
then
convex
is
the
and
function
affine,
(3.4) together with nonnegative definiteness
f
of B and Iq_p- B, are sufficient conditions for the optimality of x*. It is remarkable
that the only difference between the first-order optimality conditions for the problems
(1.1) and (3.2) is the additional condition of nonnegative definiteness of the matrices
B and Iq_p B.
Let us discuss now second-order optimality conditions for the optimization problems (1.1) and (3.2). Consider the n (q-p)matrix E(x)= [ep+l(X),...,eq(X)] and
the corresponding orthogonal projection matrix P(x)
E(x)E(x) T onto the space
generated by the eigenvectors ep+(x),... ,eq(X). Although the individual eigenvectors ei(x) can be even discontinuous, the projection matrix P(x) is a differentiable
function of x in a neighborhood of x* [10]. Let us consider the following representation of the projection matrix P(x). We construct now an n (q- p) matrix U(x)
[Upq-I(X),..., Uq(X)] such that: (i) P(x) U(x)U(x) T, (ii) U(x)TU(x) Iq_p, (iii)
U(x*) E(x*) E, (iv) U(x) is a differentiable function of x in a neighborhood of
x*, and (v) U(x*)TdU(x *) O.
In order to construct U(x) we use the least squares method. That is, consider the
following set of n (q -p) matrices

AA(x)

{G P(x)C

G,

ate Iq_p}.

Note that the set A4(x) is formed by matrices G E(x)H, where H is a (q-p) (q-p)
orthogonal matrix. We take U(x) to be a matrix G E A4(x) which minimizes the
squared distance tr(E-G)T(E-G) from the matrix E E(x*) to A4(x). Since E e
A4(x*), it follows that U(x*) E. For a fixed x, the set A4(x) is a smooth manifold.

Moreover, since P(x) is differentiable, AA (x) depends on x in a smooth (differentiable)
way. That is, A/[ (x) can be locally defined by a system of differentiable equations which
are also differentiable functions of x. Since E fl4(x*), it is then a general result that
the least squares solution U(x) is a differentiable function of x in a neighborhood of x*.
(This general result can be derived by writing the corresponding first-order optimality
conditions and applying the Implicit Function Theorem to the obtained system of
equations, see, e.g., [1], [8], [22]. A somewhat similar result is given in Goodman
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[5, Lemma 4.1] although the construction there is different and the corresponding
smooth functions generate the tangent space to the manifold rather than the manifold
itself.) Finally, it is known that ETU(x) is a symmetric matrix [26]. It follows that
ETdU(x *) is also a symmetric matrix. Moreover, since U(x)TU(x) Iq_p, we have
U(x)TdU(x)+dU(x)TU(x) 0 and hence, by symmetry of U(x*)TdU(x*), we obtain
V(x*)TdV(x *) 0. Note that up+l(x),..., Uq(X) are not necessarily eigenvectors of
4(x) unless x e Y(p, q).
Now, in a neighborhood of x*, the manifold V(p, q) can be defined by the equations
(3.6)
where 5 is the additional parameter corresponding to the common value of Ap+l(x),
.q(X), when x E V(p, q). Denote by 5" the common value of the eigenvalues
.p+l(x*),... ,Aq(x*) and let Ji(x*) #1P1 +’" "+#hPh be the spectral decomposition
of the matrix ,4(x*). That is, #1 >
> #h are the distinct eigenvalues of
and P1,..., Ph, are the corresponding orthogonal projection matrices. In particular
for some e {1,...,h}, #l
5" p+l(x*)
)q(X*), and PI P(x*). We
have that P(x) is differentiable at x x* and the corresponding differential can be
written in the form [10],

..,

(3.7)

dP

E(#t

#k)-l[P(d.A)Pk + Pk(dA)Pt]

k:l

x*). Moreover,

(all differentials are calculated at x
P(x)ui(x)

p+ 1,..., q,

ui(x),

and hence

(dP)ui + P(dui)
Since

P(x*)dU(x*)

0 and

U(x*)

du(x*)

dui,

E(x*),

-p+ 1,...,q.
we obtain

(dP)e(x*),

p+ 1,...,q.

Together with (3.7) this implies that

dui(x*)

Y’k#(ttt #k)-lPk(dA)ei(x *)

Ek#p+l (ti* k(X*))-lek(x*)ek(x*)T(d.,4)ei(X*),
p+ 1,...,q, and hence

(a.s)

Oxs

k=/zp+

,q

where Tk eTAsek and all functions are calculated at x x*. (Note that, by the
symmetry of As, "r/s Ti.
Consider now (3.6) defining the manifold V(p, q). By differentiating these equations at x x* we obtain,

(3.9)

UT(d.A)U + UT.A(dU) + (dUT).AU (dh)Iq_p,
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where all terms in (3.9) are calculated at x
we obtain from (3.9)

x*. Since

U(x*)

E and ETdU

0

ET(dA)E (d)Iq_p.
Note that d,4(x*) Al(x*)dxl /.. "/Am(x*)dxm and hence (3.10) define the tangent
space Tx. Y(p, q) in the same way as in (2.4) with the vector y in (2.4) replaced by
dx.
Consider now the Lagrangian function

corresponding to the constrained problem (3.2). It follows from the above discussion
that the standard first-order optimality conditions, applied to this Lagrangian, lead
to the same Lagrange multipliers a* (aij) as in (3.3) and hence to the multipliers
/j given in (3.4). Furthermore, (3.8) allow us to calculate the Hessian matrix of this
Lagrangian.
Consider the matrices Ast(x)
02A(x)/OxsOxt of second-order partial derivatives and the functions j(x) u(x)TA(x)uy(x), p + 1 <_ i,j <_ q. We have

0(x)
OXs OXt

02ui(x) T
OxOx .4(x)(x) +

Ou(x) + Oui(X)TAt(x)uy(x)
Oui(x)TA(x)
Ox----TOx-TOx
T

Ouj(x)
Oui(x)
Ou(x)
+(x)t(x) (x)
OxOxt + Oxt t(x) Ox + (x)TAt(x) Ox
Oui(X)TA(x)u(x)
+ ui(x)TA(x)Ou(x)
ox
OXt + ui(x)TAt(x)uj(x)"

Moreover,

since

0-"

Since
that

ui(x)Tuj(x)

is constant

o,(x *)
OxOxt

OxOxt

,

j and one if

j), we have

o(x) o(x)
o(Z)ru(x
+
OxOxt
Ox Oxt
Ou() o() +()o(x)
Oxt
Ox
OxOxt

o[(x)(x)l

A(x*)u (x*)

(zero if

(x*)uj (x*) and by (3.8)

+

(5*
kTp-t.-1

it follows from the above equations

s
k)-I (
+

q

We obtain that the typical element 02L(x *, a*)/OxOxt of Hessian matrix V2xxL(x c*)
of the Lagrangian can be written as
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OxOxt

p

q

i--1

i,j=p+l

+

(3.11)

E E ,i_/
i=1

ki

+
kCp+

i,j=p+

q

5"

A

All terms in the above equations are calculated at x*. Also if some of the eigenvalues
A,..., Ap have multiplicity more than one, then the third term in the right-hand side
of (3.11) should be corrected by writing in the corresponding projection matrices.
Now the standard second-order necessary conditions (e.g., [7]), for the constrained
problem (3.2), and hence for the original problem (1.1), are
:
y T VxxL(x*,
a*)y 0 for all y Tx. V(p, q).
(3 12)
The corresponding second-order sufficient conditions for x* to be a local minimizer of
are given by

g(x) over V(p, q)

(3.13)

y-TV2xxL(x*, a*)y > 0

for any nonzero y e

Tx. V(p, q).

We show now that under the additional conditions that the matrices B and Iq_pB are positive definite, conditions (3.13) are sufficient for x* to be a locally optimal
solution of the original problem (1.1).
THEOaEM 3.1. Suppose that A. W(p, q), that the first-order necessary conditions (3.4) hold and that the matces B and Iq_- B are positive definite. Then
conditions (3.13) are sucient for x* to be a locally optimal solution of the problem

(1.1).

Pro@ Let us make the following observations. The function f(x) can be represented as the composition f(x) h(A(x)) of the convex function h(A) i1 Ai(A),
defined on the space S, and the smooth mapping A(x). We have
A(z) + VA(x)u + R(z, U).
By continuity of the second-order derivatives of A(x), the remainder term R(x, y)
in the above Taylor expansion is of order O(llyll 2) uniformly in x. That is, for any
there is a positive constant K, independent of x and y,
compact, convex set S c
x and y with x,x+y e S. Since h(A) is Lipschitz
such that IR(x,y) glly l 2 for
continuous on any bounded subset of Sn, we obtain

A(x + U)

I(z + U)

h(A() + VA(x)) + r(z, ),

where the term r(x, y) is of order O([y[[ 2) uniformly in x in a bounded subset of Nm.
Moreover, by convety of the function h we have that

h(A(x) + VA(z)u)

h(A(z))+ h’(A(x), VA(x)u),
where h’(A, D) denotes the directional derivative of h(-) at A in the direction D. By
the chain rule for directional derivatives

h’ (A(x), VA(x)y)

f’ (x, y),
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and hence

f (x + y)

f (x) + ft (x, y)+ r(x, y).

Now since f(x) is a composition of the convex function h and the smooth mapping
,4, its directional derivatives can be written in the form

f’(x,y)

max
zOf(z)

zTy,

where Of(x) is a convex, compact set called the generalized gradient of f at x. It can
be shown by methods of convex analysis (cf. [14]) that

vii(x*) +

(3.15) Of(x*)=
i=1

7ijvij(x*)
i,j=p+l

7ii

c- P,

F E Pq_p

i=p+l

where F [Tij] and Pr denotes the set of r r symmetric matrices E such that E > 0
and E _< It. The first-order necessary conditions mean that 0 E Of(x*). Moreover,
since 0 < B < Iq_p, it follows from (3.4) that 0 belongs to the relative interior of the
convex set Of x* ).
Consider now the linear space generated by the convex set Of(x*). It follows
from (3.15) and (2.4) that this linear space coincides with the orthogonal complement
to the tangent space Tz. V(p, q). Consequently we obtain that it follows from the
positive definiteness of the matrices B and Iq_p B that f’(x*, y)
0 if and only
if y Tz. V(p, q) and that f’(x*, y) > al]y[[ for some a > 0 and all y orthogonal to

Tx.V(p,q).
Consider a point x in a neighborhood of x*. Let be a point in V(p, q) closest
to x, i.e.,
e Y(p,q) and
11 gist(x, Y(p,q)). We have then that xis orthogonal to the tangent space TV(p,q). Note that the generalized gradient
Of() can be written in a way similar to (3.15) with vectors vii(x*) replaced by
vij(). Consequently, by the arguments of continuity, we obtain that for all x in a
neighborhood of x*, f’(,x- ) > 1/2al[x- ’1[. Together with (3.14) this implies
that f(x) > f(5:) for all x sufficiently close to x*. It remains to note that by the
second-order conditions (3.13), f() > f(x*) for all e V(p,q) sufficiently close to
[3
x* and hence f (x) > f (x*).

IIx-

4. Optimization algorithms. As we mentioned earlier the main idea behind
a smooth (differentiable) approach to the optimization problem (1.1) is to restrict
the minimization procedure to the smooth manifold V(p, q) for appropriately chosen
p and q. That is, if the algorithm generates a point sufficiently close to V(p, q),
then instead of minimizing f(x) over IRm one solves the corresponding constrained
problem of minimization of g(x) subject to x V(p, q). The integers p and q can be
updated in the process of optimization. Properly constructed such an algorithm will
converge to a point x* satisfying the first-order optimality conditions (3.4). Recall
that the associated multipliers ij are unique provided the transversality condition
holds. Therefore the additional condition that the corresponding matrices B and
Iq_p B must be nonnegative definite can be easily verified.
Consider the constrained problem (3.2) and let x k be a current iteration point
sufficiently close to Y(p,q). The projection matrix P(x)
E(x)E(x) T onto the
space generated by the eigenvectors ep+l(X),... ,eq(x), is then differentiable at x k
and can be locally represented in a way similar to the corresponding representation
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specified in the previous section. That is, P(x) U(k)(x)U(k)(x) T with the matrix
U(k)(x) being a differentiable function of x and such that U(k)(x)TU(k)(X) Iq_p,
U(k)(x ) E(x ) and U()(xk)TdU(:)(x k) 0. The manifold V(p,q) can be locally
defined by (compare with (3.6))

(4.1)

(x)

Note that differentiation (linearization) of (4.1) at x

x k leads to

(3.10) with all
quantities calculated at the point x k.
One step in Overton’s algorithm can be described as follows. Solve the quadratic
program
(4.2)

dTVg(x ) + 1 dTHCd

min
d,/

subject to Diag (0, Ap+2(x k)

Ap+l (x),..., Aq(x )

Ap+ (xk))

m

+

(4.3)

Z diE(xk)TAi(xk)E(xk)

#Iq_p

O.

i--1

x k + d k+, where d k+l is the optimal solution of the above quadratic
program. The constraints (4.3) are obtained by linearization of (4.1). Variable # E IR
corresponds to db, and the current value of 5 at x k is taken 5 k
Ap+l(Xk). The
matrix H k represents the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian calculated at x k and can
be calculated in a way similar to the calculations specified in the previous section (see

Put x k+l

(.)).
Note that

dTVg(x k)

ditr
i=1

(xk)TAi(xk)(X k) + q--PP E(xk)TAi(xk)E(x k)

where E(x) [e (x),..., ep(x)]. For d satisfying (4.3), the second term in the righthand side of the above equation reduces to (c-p)#-b(x), where b(x k) tr[Diag (0,
Ap+2(x k) Ap+(xk),..., Aq(x k) Ap+(xk))]. Overton’s algorithm [12], [13] was
1 (p
derived for the case c
0), and uses # instead of dTVg(x ) in (4.2). Also
additional inequality constraints are imposed in [12], [13] to prevent d k+l from having
too large norm. A linearization similar to (4.2)-(4.3) was suggested in [27] and [28].
It should be noted that (4.1), as well as their linearization (4.3), are related to
the eigenvectors of the matrix A(x) calculated at the point x x k. Therefore, although the feasible set V(p, q) of the constrained problem is fixed, at least locally, the
corresponding equations (4.1) can change from iteration to iteration. In particular
this means that the current value of the Lagrange multipliers, used in the calculation
of the Hessian matrix H k, cannot be taken from the previous iteration and should
be calculated at every iteration, say, by the least squares method (cf. [13], [28]).
Consequently Overton’s algorithm is not the standard Newton’s method. The name
"sequential Newton method" probably will be more appropriate for that type of algorithm. With a little bit of additional effort it is still possible to show that typically
the method has a locally quadratic rate of convergence (cf. [15]). For a detailed
discussion of the involved regularity conditions see the Appendix.
In [6], Fan proposed a quadratically convergent algorithm for solving the constraint problem (3.2) (for the case c 1). His algorithm is also applicable to a more
general class of problems [11]. We now describe Fan’s algorithm in the context of
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solving (3.2) for general c > 1. Another treatment of (3.2) using Fan’s algorithm can
be found in [11].
Consider the function (x) defined by
q

(x)
i,j--pq-

In a sense this function measures a distance between x and the manifold V(p, q). It
is clear that in a neighborhood of x*, x e Y(p, q) if and only. if (x)
0. It can
be shown that (x) is analytic at x* [11]. Moreover, its Hessian matrix V2(x) can
be written as the sum of two symmetric matrices (I)l(x) and (I)2(x), satisfying the
following properties: (i) (I)l(X) is nonnegative definite, (ii) the range space of (I)l(X)
coincides with the linear space generated by vectors vii(x), p + 1 < < j < q;
p + 1,..., q 1; and (iii) (I)2(x) 0 if (x) 0 (cf. [11]).
vii(x) vqq(x),
Let us consider matrices N(x) and R(x) formed by a set of orthonormal column vectors such that the column vectors of N(x) and R(x) generate the null and
the range space of (I)l(x), respectively. Note that it follows that R(x)TN(x)
0
and R(x)R(x) T + N(x)N(x) T Im. Moreover, because of the above property (ii),
the linear space generated by the columns of N(x) coincides with the tangent space
TV(p, q) provided x E V(p, q). Consequently the first-order necessary conditions for
the constraint problem (3.2) can be written in the form N(x*)TVg(x *) --O.
Now it is not difficult to see that V(x) 0 if x V(p, q). Moreover, using the
Taylor expansion V(x + h)
q?(x)h + o(llhll), at x e Y(p,q), and the fact that
0
we
if
obtain
h
gd
that, in a neighborhood of x*, R(x)TV(x) 0
1 (x)h
T Y(p, q),
if and only if x
That
equations
Y(p,q).
is,
R(x)TV(x) 0 locally define the
manifold V(p, q). We obtain that the optimal solution x* can be derived as a solution
of the following system of m equations

N(x)TVg(x)

(4.4)

,

0 and

R(x)TV(x)

O.

One step of Fan’s algorithm consists in linearization of the nonlinear system (4.4), at
a current iteration point x and consequent updating of x k by the solution of the
obtained system of linear equations.
It can be shown that the matrices N(x) and R(x) can be chosen as smooth
functions of x and their differentials can be calculated as

dN(x)
dR(x)

-’/’ (x)[d(I) (x)]N(x),

N(x)N(x)T[dq?l (X)](I) (x)R(x),

(I)

where
(x) denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of (I) (X) [11]. By using
these formulas it is possible to construct the required linearization of the system (4.4).
Take then x k+ x k + h k+l, where h k+l is the solution of the linearized, at x x k,
system. It follows then from the standard convergence theory for the Newton method
(cf. [5]) that if we choose the starting point sufficiently close to the minimizer x*,
then the algorithm converges to x* quadratically.
5. Sensitivity analysis. Consider now a situation when the mapping jt depends on a parameter vector 7r H. That is, let H be an f-dimensional linear space,
F" lRm x H Sn be a smooth mapping and let t(.) F(., 7r) be the associated
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parametric family of mappings A lRm --, Sn. We assume that for some r0 E H,
4(.) F(., r0), i.e., the considered mapping 4(x) belongs to the specified parametric
family. The optimal value and an optimal solution of the considered optimization
problem can be viewed as functions of r. Denote the corresponding optimal value
function by (r) and the optimal solution by 2(r). In this section we discuss how
(zr) and 2(r) vary under small perturbations of the parameter vector r. More specifically we study differentiability properties of (r) and 2(r) at r zr0.
For the sake of simplicity let us consider the problem of minimization of the
largest eigenvalue Al(X, zr) of the matrix F(x, zr). This problem can be formulated as
the semi-infinite programming problem

(5.1)

minx, A

<_ 0, y e ][:n,

subject to yTF(x, r)y

IlYll--" 1.

Let (x*,A*) be an optimal solution of (5.1) for zr r0. Note that x*
(zr0) is
the minimizer of A1 (., r0) and A* ----/1 (X*, 71"0) )(71"0) is the corresponding optimal
value. Note also that yT.A(x*)y A*, I[Y[[
1, if and only if y is an eigenvector of
j[(x*) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue.
First-order (Fritz John) necessary conditions for the semi-infinite program (5.1)
are well known (e.g., [17]). After some algebraic manipulations (cf. [21]) these conditions can be formulated in the form of (3.4). That is, let q be the multiplicity of the
largest eigenvalue of jr(x*). Then there exist multipliers/3ij such that

o,

q

ij

1,,.. q, and

ji, i,j

q
ii
El-"1

1,

and the q q matrix B [3j] is nonnegative definite. (Note that here the condition
B <_ Iq holds automatically.) Suppose that the minimizer x* is unique. It is known
then that, under certain regularity conditions specified below, the optimal value function of the semi-infinite program (5.1) is directionally differentiable at r r0 and its
directional derivative is given by the maximum of the directional derivatives of the
Lagrangian corresponding to (5.1) at x x* and taken with respect to the associated
set of Lagrange multipliers (see [24], [25], [29] for details). The corresponding formula
for the directional derivatives can be written then in the form

P’(r0; d)

max dTV,[trF(x *, ro)QBQT],
BEt3

where Q is the n q matrix formed from a set of orthonormal eigenvectors of jr(x*)
F(x*, r0) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue and B is the set of nonnegative
definite symmetric matrices satisfying optimality conditions (5.2).
In general, formula (5.3) holds under certain second-order sufficient conditions
associated with the program (5.1) (see [24]). Verification of these conditions, however,
may be not easy. Nevertheless there are two situations when applicability of formula
(5.3) can be easily verified. One such case is when the program (5.1) is convex. For
instance, let the mapping F be affine in x,

F(x, A)

A + xlA1 q-

-b x,Am,

and .4(.)
F(.,Ao). Then the program (5.1) is convex and formula (5.3) holds,
provided the minimizer x* does exist and is unique and the Slater and the so-called
inf-compactness conditions hold; see [25] and [29]. (The inf-compactness condition is
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needed to ensure that
the form

2(77) tends to x*

’(Ao; D)

(5.4)

as

77

770.) In that

case formula

(5.3) takes

max trDQBQTo

Another case when (5.3) holds is if the inf-compactness condition is satisfied and
the set B is a singleton, i.e., there is a unique matrix B satisfying (5.2). Recall that
the matrix B corresponds to Lagrange multipliers of the problem (5.1) and that B
is unique if the corresponding transversality condition holds. In that case (77) is
differentiable at 770 and

V(770)

V[trF(x*, 770)QBQT].

Consider now the optimal solution 2(77). Suppose that the transversality condition
holds and that 2(77) tends to x* as 77 77o. It follows then that the Lagrange multipliers matrix B satisfying (5.2) is unique. Suppose further that the matrix B is nonsingular and hence is positive definite. By the arguments of continuity we obtain then
that the Lagrange multipliers matrix is nonsingular, and hence the largest eigenvalue
of F(2(77), 77) has multiplicity q, for all 77 in a neighborhood of 770. Therefore locally, for
all 77 near 770, the considered optimization problem is equivalent to the smooth probq
,q (x, 77)
lem of minimization of the function i--1
i(X, 7r) subject to ,1 (x, r)
It follows by the Implicit Function Theorem that, under the corresponding secondorder sufficient conditions, 2(77) is continuously differentiable at 770 and its differential
d2(77o)() is given by the optimal solution of the quadratic program (cf. [8], [22])

E

(5.6)

-

T H=
-sm= deT Aej + E= teT ZteY
E dseT Aei + E--1 teTi ztei

dT Hxxd + 2dT Hx +

mind
subject to

O, 1 <_ < j <_ q,

5,

1, "",q"

orthonormal set of eigenvectors of the matrix A(x*), A8
1,... ,m; Zt OF(x*,77o)/O77t, t 1,... ,t; 5 is an additional
parameter and Hxx, Hx, H are the respective Hessian matrices of the corresponding Lagrangian calculated at (x*, 770) (see (3.11)). Moreover, under the above
conditions, the optimal value function (77) is twice continuously differentiable at 770
and (770 +) (770)--T7@(770)-- 1/2N()--O(11112), where () is the optimal value
of the program (5.6).

Here

el,...,e is an

OF(x*, 7ro)/Oxs,

s

6. Appendix. In this Appendix we discuss regularity conditions required to ensure locally quadratic rate of convergence of a sequential Newton’s algorithm.
Suppose we want to minimize a smooth function f(x) over a smooth manifold
V C ]R". Suppose further that in a neighborhood of the optimal solution point x*
the manifold V can be explicitly defined by a system of smooth equations gi(x)
1,...,p. In this case the standard Newton method can be applied. That is, let
0,
x k be a current point generated by the algorithm and a k be a corresponding vector
of Lagrange multipliers. Then the next iteration is calculated as x k+ x k + dk+,
where d k+ is the optimal solution of the quadratic programming problem

dTV f(x k) + 1/2dTHkd
subject to gi(x k) + dTVgi(x k) O,
min

1,. .,p.
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VxxL2

(x k, o k)

is the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian
P

L(x, a)

l(x) +
i--1

Note that X TM and the corresponding vector

C kT1

of Lagrange multipliers can be

obtained as a solution of the linear equations

F(z + VF(z )(z- z

(6.2)

O,

F(z) (VxL(x, c), g(x)), g(x) (gl(x),..., gp(X)) and z (x, a).
It is well known that if the algorithm starts at a point sufficiently close to the
optimal solution x* and the second-order sufficient optimality conditions hold at x*,
where

then the algorithm converges quadratically. Consider now a situation when there is
an additional complication that the system of equations which defines the manifold V
depends on the point x k and can change from iteration to iteration. That is, let Nx. be
a neighborhood of the point x* and gk),
1,... p, be smooth functions associated
with the iteration point x such that VNN.
1,... ,p}.
{x e N. gk)(x) 0,
The above Newton procedure is then modified by employing the functions gk) at kth
iteration. Let us briefly discuss the obtained algorithm, referred to as the sequential
Newton method.
Given a current iteration point x k and a corresponding Lagrange multipliers vector a k the algorithm calculates X kd-1
X k 2r-d k+l, where d k+l is a solution of the
quadratic programming problem (6.1) with the functions gk) replacing the corresponding functions gi and H k
V2L(k)(xk, oz k) being the Hessian matrix of the
Lagrangian

,

L (k) (x, ()
Similar to

(6.2), x k+

f(x)

ig} k) (x).
i---1

can be obtained as the first component of the solution z k+

(x k+l, c k+l) of the linear equations

(6.3)

-

P

F(k)(z ) / VF(k)(zk)(z

z)

O,

where F (k) (z) (VL (k) (x, a), g(k)(x)). Note, however, that the calculated Lagrange
multipliers vector ak+ cannot be used for the next iteration and this is because it
is calculated with respect to the functions gk), which can be changed at the next
iteration. Note also that by the first-order necessary conditions for every k there is
a Lagrange multipliers vector a *k corresponding to the optimal solution x* such that
VxL(k)(x*,oz*k) O. Consequently F(t:)(z *k) --O, where z * (x*, *k).
Consider the Taylor expansion

+

z

+

of F (k) at z k with the remainder term R (k) (z). It follows from

Now let us make the following assumptions.

(6.3)

and

(6.4) that
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(i) There is a constant y such that I111 <_ and
(ii) The remainder term R(k)(z) is of order O(llz
there is a constant K such that

I1*11 <_ for n k.
zkll 2) uniformly in k. That is,

IIR()(z)ll <_ Kllz- zll 2
for all x in the neighborhood Nx*, all a such that IIll <_
(6.6)

(iii) The

matrices

VF(k)(zk)

and all k.

are uniformly bounded from being singular. That

is, there is a constant c such that

(6.7)
for all w and all k.
(iv) The Lagrange multipliers vector ak is chosen in such a way that
is of order O(llx
x*ll ). That is, there is a constant a such that

(6.8)
for all k.

It follows then from (6.5) that

cllzk+ z*ll KIIz * zll

.

Consequently,

and hence

(6.9)

IIx + x*ll _< c-lK(1 + 2)llxk x*ll

for all x k sufficiently close to x*. We obtain that assumptions (i)-(iv) imply locally
quadratic rate of convergence of the algorithm.
A few remarks about the regularity assumptions (i)-(iv) are now in order. Since
L (k) (x, a) is linear in a, assumption (ii) is satisfied if the remainder term in the firstorder Taylor expansions of g}k) and vg (k)
1,...,p, at x k is of order O([[x-xk[[ 2)
v gi(k)
uniformly in k. This holds, for example, if--2
1,...,p, are Lipschitz continuous in the neighborhood Nx. with the corresponding Lipschitz constant independent
of k. Consider now (4.1) defining, locally, the manifold V(p, q). The matrix U(k)(x)
is given there by a matrix in the manifold Jl(x), defined in (3.5), which minimizes
the distance from E(x k) to jl(x). Again, since AzI(x*) is compact, it follows from
the Implicit Function Theorem that U(k)(x) is a smooth function of x and E E(x k)
for all x and E sufficiently close to x* and A/l(x*), respectively. It follows then by
continuity arguments that the neighborhood where (4.1) define the manifold V(p, q)
can be chosen independently of k for all x k sufficiently close to x* and that, say the
third-order, derivatives of u(k)(x) are bounded in a neighborhood of x* uniformly in
k.
Assumption (iv) suggests that a should be sufficiently close to the Lagrange
multipliers vector a *k corresponding to the optimal solution point x*. It is natural
to choose a k by the least squares method, i.e., to calculate a k as the minimizer
of the function (a)
IiVf(x k) pi--1 avg(k) (xk)ll 2 Such choice of c k ensures

.
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assumption (iv) provided vgi(k) i
1,... ,p, are Lipschitz continuous on
the Lipschitz constant independent of k. Finally let us remark that

VF(k)(z k)

Nx.

with

k

GkT

where H k
V2xL(k)(xk, a k) and G k Vg()(x). It is not difficult to show then
that the matrix TF(k)(z k) is nonsingular if G k has full column rank p and xTHkx >
O. Recall that the second-order sufficient
0 for any nonzero x such that GkTx
conditions here can be formulated in the form xTH*kx > 0 for any nonzero x such
2
that G*kTx 0, where H * Vzx
L () (x*,c ,k )and G, Vg() (x*), [7].
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